TAMPA’S
Island Paradise
Sun-Drenched

Wildlife to

Wild Rides
Adventures

Moments

All Year
Busch Gardens is more than a place to meet
amazing animals and ride record-breaking
coasters. From seasonal fireworks spectaculars
and beer-inspired festivals to Halloween scares,
holiday celebrations, and more, there’s always a
new reason to visit.

Adventure Island is overflowing with thrilling slides
and water rides, but you can enjoy the park at your
own speed. Feel the rolling surf of the wave pool,
float along the lazy river, and catch a few of those
warm Florida rays.
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Towering
Experiences
Where else can you embark on a safari to hand
feed a giraffe and feel the exhilarating launch of
incredible coasters like Tigris and Cheetah Hunt?
Treat all your senses and create unforgettable
memories with the wildlife and wild rides of
Busch Gardens Tampa Bay.
Scan the QR code for more info.

Enter the Wild

through the Serengeti Plain
• Journey
via safari truck or train to see an

amazing collection of African animals
roaming their the spacious 65-acre
habitat.

the rush of the extreme drops
• Feel
of SheiKra and Florida’s tallest

•

inversion on Tigris.

Cool off with fun for the whole
family on Congo River Rapids and
Stanley Falls Flume.

Ready for
Splashdown
Drop into Tampa’s island paradise and get
drenched in thrills! From the epic free-fall of
Vanish Point® to the exhilarating water rides like
Colossal Curl™, the adrenaline-filled slides and
splashes last all day. There’s never been a better
time to soak in the sun and fun. Make your escape
to Adventure Island.
Scan the QR code for more info.

Fun on Deck

and splash on America’s
• Spin
first dual tailspin water slide,
Solar Vortex!

the feeling of
• Experience
weightlessness on the massive

wave-shaped Colossal Curl slide.

and indulge with a lazy river,
• Relax
white-sand beaches, refreshing
treats, or even a private cabana.

